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“The trees which the Lord has planted are fed, 

And over the earth their branches are spread. 

They keep in their shelter the birds of the air, 

The life of each creature the Lord makes His care.” 

 

Rasping and vibrating is the song of the world’s noisiest insect—the cicada, frequently 

known as the Harvest Fly, a member of the Locust Family. Are you familiar with its note? If not. 

listen attentively any warm day in July or August, and you will, undoubtedly. hear the audible 

strains proceeding from the hidden insect on some near-by tree. The song is almost one 

continuous harsh shrill rasp, varying in intensity rather than quality. 

How is this music produced? Unlike the cricket, whose chirp is caused by the rubbing 

together of the wings, the cicada, is equipped with a special sound cavity occupying most of its 

body and containing several vibrating membranes. Only the males can be accused of disturbing 

the neighborhood serenity, for as Zenarchus tersely states: “Happy the cicada's lives, For they 

have voiceless wives.” 

Virgil remarks that, “They bursted the very shrubs with their noise.”  However, Thoreau 

mildly terms it “slumberous breathing” and Hawthorne calls it “audible stillness.” In ancient 

Greece it was a practice to place them in cages (as we do canaries). Even today it is customary in 

Africa and Japan to encage them as household pets. 

The song is uninterrupted, even while this insect is in motion. However, the cicada itself 

has no auditory organ, and thus no foreign sound can penetrate its consciousness. Thus, he is 

unaware of his own volume. According to some the purpose of the song is to attract a mate: but 

observations have shown that this is not entirely true, for the male may be close to his partner for 

hours, but still continue his solo. 

Although it lacks organs of hearing, the cicada’s vision is unsurpassed; it possesses five 

eyes which enable it to see in all directions. 

According to La Fontaine’s fable concerning the cicada and the ant, the latter is portrayed 

as a prudent provider while the cicada is a mere songster who wastes his time in church work and 

fails to provide for the winter and thus must beg the ant for food when famine approaches. 

However, this is not the case in reality, for the cicada does not depend on other insects for food, 

as it has been marvelously created to sustain itself during the dry season in which it lives. It 

possesses a sharp beak-like structure called a rostrum by means of which it bores through the 

bark of a tree and taps the source of its food supply — sap. Soon neighboring insects, especially 

ants, hasten to this well for nourishment. The tiny intruders crawl under and around the cicada to 

quench their thirst. Larger insects as wasps and flies sneak a sip at the fount and fly away, only 

to return for more later. At times the colony of ants become so violent, due to thirst, that they 

molest the original source-giver by biting the host’s wings and legs. Finally, this combined attack 

drives the cicada away to drill a new well elsewhere. 

With her rostrum, the female prides a series of thirty to forty holes into the bark of tiny 

twigs, a couple inches apart. In each of these she lays ten eggs. The large number of eggs 

indicate that some danger threatens their development, for according to general observations in 

nature, the number of eggs is proportioned to the rate of mortality. In this case of the cicada, a 



tiny gnat which also is provided with a similar boring tool, hovers about and then drills a hole 

just above the cicada’s eggs, and in it lays one of her own eggs. Since the gnat’s egg develops 

more quickly the emerging grub finds a bounteous supply of food close at hand—a feast of 

cicada eggs. In spite of the good vision which enables it to see the gnat’s presence, and the fact 

of its ability to destroy the culprit, the cicada makes no effort to attack the tiny enemy. 

Instinctively, she goes on laying her eggs, rather than defending her family from future prey. 

Hence her guide is instinct rather than reasoning forethought. 

When the surviving eggs hatch, the grub resembles a tiny fish with large black eyes and 

an imitation fin under its body, which is formed by the union of the two forelegs and enables it to 

work its way out of the shell. Soon after this it sheds is skin and drops to the ground — a mere 

flea in size. In haste it searches for soft soil in which to burrow and spend nearly all its existence. 

An underground creature, indeed, for some species live beneath the soil for four years, while 

others from thirteen to seventeen years before they develop into an adult. In the meantime, they 

exist on tender roots of shrubs, trees, and plants. Rather a drab and dull existence, is it not? -No 

wonder they break forth into a deafening chorus when finally this subterranean life ceases and 

they come forth into the light. When the pupa emerges from the soil it seeks a tree or shrub to 

which it clings, while the skin on its back splits open, allowing the adult to escape. It requires 

about three hours for the wings to expand and the body to harden. Now it is able to spend its five 

weeks in strenuous living and song. 

 

“Four years of hard work in the darkness, and a month of delight in the sun - such is the 

cicada’s life. We must not blame him for the noisy triumph of his song. For four years he has dug 

the earth with his feet, and then suddenly he is dressed in exquisite raiment, provided with wings 

that rival the bird’s and bathed in heat and light! What cymbals can be loud enough to celebrate 

his happiness, so hardly earned, and so very, very short?’’ —Fabre 
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